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About This Game

Gratuitous Tank Battles (GTB) is a unique hybrid of tower-defense, strategy, simulation and RTS. Set in an alternate history
timeline where World War I never ends, you are the commander of allied forces fighting right up to the year 2114, where

Mechs and lasers are used alongside tanks and rifles. The war continues across Europe, with the allied commanders still locked
into the optimistic patriotism of the 1900s.

A tower-defense game where you can play as the attacker has been done before, but GTB lets you play the same maps as
attacker OR defender, and even lets you save out your attack as a recording to defend against. An online-challenge system lets
you upload your custom maps and custom units and attacks for other players to fight against. Speaking of custom units, GTB
doesn't have simple pre-built units, but allows you to build them from individual components, and even design the appearance
and colors of every single unit. An unlocks system gradually reveals more modules, abilities and unit 'hulls' to experiment with.

GTB also features an integrated map editor that lets you trivially change and tweak existing maps, or create entirely new ones,
and the process of sharing these custom maps with friends is built right into the game. Combine it with Steam achievements,

community, cloud support and more, and you should be kept busy fighting over Europe for another two hundred years./>
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 Alternate History Tower Defense: Fight a 200 year war to save Europe

 Play as attacker or defender on any map, even custom ones

 Fight with Infantry, Tanks, Turrets and Mechs

 Optional Adaptive AI adjusts to your play style and tactics for endless variety

 Customizable units allow you to design your own personal army

 Built-in level editor makes creating a new map a breeze

 Save out your attack and play against it as the defender

 Online map and challenge-sharing system allows you to fight your friends armies
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This is my favorite visual novel as of yet. I can't wait until the rest of the series becomes available in english.. Still needs more
roaches.. It's the Knobby Cheap
Overpowered as can be
Such a b*tch can't you see?

I'm joking hes balanced these days.

Also this skin is great, the pimp cane is easily the best feature.. It's fun and cheap, but a bit wonky. The shooting feels good, but
grabbing the drinks is sometimes an issue as they either spill immediately or don't count when you bring them to your face. The
drinks also need to be a more to your side as after the first couple they are too far behind you to be comfortable. But honestly
the biggest problem is that I want to be able to switch sides so I can shoot with my right and drink with my left.

But all that said, it's a fun concept. Having to keep yourself at a moderate level of drunk is a nice change of pace from just
constantly shooting and forces you to manage 2 things at once. For the price, it's a fun game.

Update:
I came back for another round and ended up beating the first level, which I hadn't even realized was a thing. I enjoyed the first
level, but the second one is a blast. It's still a small game, but it's priced well for the experience and it's worth having in VR
library.. If anybody is crying about "Where's Hellboy?!" then they are simply misinformed. If you get this, you'll get Hellboy
when he's released on PC. However, he's not currently out on PC at the time that this review is written.

EDIT: He's here now. He's worth the wait. Wonder if the Neg reviews will reverse now, or if they're too lazy.
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Volume three is an emotional rollercoaster that ends with a heartwarming, if somewhat rushed, conclusion to this tale of E.T.
with cute anime girls.. Bought this to support devs!

*Decided to try using Werewolf skin*
*Created a 6 man friend lobby*
*You are infected*
*Only one to transform into werewolf*
Friend: "Hey nobody bought the werewolf pack except Drake right?"
*All eyes turned to me*
*Got shot and voted out*

10\/10 worth the purchase still, pretty awesome skin. I really wanted to like this game
but early on, long before you even get to the chapter that allows
upgrading cards, you're pitted against impossible situations that
earllier level cards can't defeat. There are bonus items you can win
via quests but they are so feeble they don't do much good.

Secondly there are some pretty huge glitches like cards that are unusable
because they freeze the game and some instances where the game stops you from placing cards for no reason

Check my game time - I really tried to grunt past it all using elbow grease but in the end Siege is a poorly tested
game both challenge-wise and code-wise.. Played it through twice it's great fun.. Anyone want to play it now add me so we can go
into a game together as now there are no lobbies.. It's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and I'm disappointed.

The concept is cool but the bad voice acting, bad story, and game mechanics ruined it (seriously if they didn't use voice acting at all
would be better somehow). The controls are awkward like when you play as a dog you can't bark and move quickly to dodge the
enemy.

I could ignore the bad voice acting and the bad story, but man... the enemies.
The enemies are unpredictable in unfair annoying way, like you can't tell whos that enemy that stand still or the one that stand still
also but will attack you without a warning when you get close to him and not avoidable. Or enemy that patrols and ignores you if
you walk by him or the enemy that patrols and suddenly chases you once you're close to him which it is not aviodable after. And
sometimes when you use the dogs to check them out they wouldn't chase it, but when you move \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
Ian they suddenly attack him then.

Oh yeah, not to mention the enemies that works as a wall but you can't tell because they look like the others who would attack you.
Because they all use random models and not giving them any unique appearance.

They expected you to die alot that they even bothered to make death counter for it.

. good game but its a sa thing that the price went way too high from $20 to $40
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